
Imitating the standard android security tool Google Protect, 
GodFather trojan was first observed in March 2021. Sharing 
code with the old Anubis credential stealer, GodFather is 
tricking users into entering their credentials on legitimate 
looking HTML phishing login pages over apps. Specifically 
targeting financial sector, GodFather has compromised almost 
400 online banking sites, multiple cryptocurrency exchange 
platforms and wallet apps in regions including United States, 
Turkey, Spain, Canada, France, Germany and UK.

Distributed via trojanized apps on Google Play Store, GodFather
checks system language to inhibit execution if it matches RU, AZ, KZ, 
UZ, TJ and other languages part of the CIS region. It then checks if it 
is launched in an emulator before requesting almost 23 permissions 
which would then be abused. Masquerading as legitimate apps, it 
doesn’t launch unless ‘AccessibilityService’ permission is granted & 
hides icon post execution. Post admin level permissions, GodFather
performs keylogging, screen-recording, reading SMS & notifications, 
exfiltrating OTPs/pins/passwords of targeted apps and overlays fake 
HTML login pages of known apps to steal credentials. As for C2 
comms, the address is updated from a telegram channel’s 
description via HTTP request. C2 features include ability to transfer 
money bypassing the dialer UI & to generate fake notifications from 
apps installed on the device to redirect the victim to phishing page. 
Stolen credentials & sensitive data are then exfiltrated in encrypted 
form. GodFather also comes with the ability to set-up reverse VNC via 
native libraries along with a persistent WebSocket for remote access.

While GodFather doesn’t directly impact corporate organizations, it 
demonstrates how threat actors are catching up to mobile defences
& bypassing android security checks.

What should you do?

 Monitor Indicators of Compromise (IoCs) in your environment to 
identify anomalies.

 Ensure your Windows environment is patched to the brim and is 
protected with multi-factor authentication.

 Conduct a comprehensive, full spectrum, threat assessment 
exercise to uncover blind spots and improvement areas.
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Indicators of Compromise: IP Addresses

45.61.138[.]60
168.100.9[.]86

Indicators of Compromise: Domains

henkormerise[.]com
heikenmorgan[.]com
banerrokutepera[.]com
pluscurrencyconverter[.]com

Indicators of Compromise: Hashes

d7118d3d6bf476d046305be1e1f9b388
7e061e87f9a4c27bfb69980980270720
735ede5f45394a36d3a44c9eba738925
0ece45f5deb77db816d8950fce07cabb
ec9f857999b4fc3dd007fdb786b7a8d1
47a58afb9341909de2627d2d82799172
f6bd2e43ba89e65094019a671526258b
ab3e2c175c4b19d189f380ecfd011c6a
8039d9e03537db55f030dc79f636b531
766b19f10bf89c054fb2338bf6db3604
fb63a65e673bc63c9f8a610f533d4257
f9d0ff38d885f01d650eb73b171ab6e3
f5c7bf733d8693379f59c3e393d3398c
da7687c35ec3a70a792d8691e68965f3
d9bfb3d68e989828d2766dc872e83414
d81e079a031c21e1a651cd727875c84f
ce8c34181d0aae0d5f86dee43d10c8ab
c685ca051d3ca0cdee08f5a33a548031
c5d12034694e80115e8e0fb599ae4718
a109b8411df59b0597f2941f97d0a269
92ec81034584caac63fdb1e2899fb3bf
8ee3a7a5655c069f5d444444887f230e
8c3f5de84c7c233f7acdcc1985013fb9
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8430f01843a529514343e233816f4110
1e431e07d9c115038165e288a422c7da
00dc2e7722a366c0a29ecfa09c34530a
e3abf2f1e5cf5de264b7a9488edf9187fab30695
3d74ce909e34f4e995363e0f079666de17f51d30
34d37927b35f422e7c28055ea989ef6524a668ef
2b3b78d3a62952dd88fc4da4688928ec6013af71
3fa48a36d22d848ad111b246ca94fa58088dbb7a
157e40bd93941a6169a60dca1a1f25f3d8c6a69c
5e54a91b01d2e780e6370215eb98e2a2d510f7e9
2ad5efe4eea66ebfc0866171984328907507520f
53d17f182c81178efa1206a4506ccc8d10abbf91
e9557410246dde67da90fb877f932a207fcc6ee5
e8cd8f685c0f9b4a186ac7feb81b3663ceae0c9e
e2757e1edd96238202862ba5e7f926f5a3911e17
e170f445625088eb270ea8e8ef89f1ddd55266c4
d3da40f12cd8bd1228a3ee8cf60f09933b3d6ffc
c76ed19b319c692e8d06b72879b33d20cb9b5f22
ac75884b3a8bd38bd3ffd759fa18a2583e7fe9d2
70f69b9abcd17238479eb39f47fbca664568b787
7040031c1a3a9c77065de758ee5bf14111038f36
5f8e6d21efee05a901db605163a5ece1cd00d8d6
5c6a5ab83f0252faafb4f204e543e2eae24d68a3
52f9c74e27e9a01803a6096e2f85cc3147f855f1
4f8780db90c0a32bd300f096cbc1444875067867
38c63ff6d425e499b13969a013502c59d756ba42
37b006b2a2f2a9cdfde4639dbe7372d25d0db9e3
1e49f4034eb0604c38f32097bb3ed32efe4e0426
193cdb9ebee0dc885a5bb7c211c13f1a1bc18c56
142d3e6fdef8a776ba4b2c386ff45bd750d5cc68
e6fb245a7dd02af549e2d62f42413dcacda0fb847ee84d52b0f69c8219f3e81d
e67b8b78550396f542ded77d2118487ac1afb0d4ac6b70774889bbb4e6d88265
da021a501372f8de9a1d2c11802ec452f218a1c3fd39356151acae076c3304ff
d981bccfde804bb662e4acb1e7a97298b4a081c02b498a01abfeec74a60b8fdc
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b58b9a2ba58813ad4fbf2f6349a522f9a49bf8b3190237eb9c43c1d085f4497e
93a8d9d57a816b1c0401660256db8e37d29a92a43cd7d9668f9d05db820aa572
8d07967b9253951b52c631383a3dde8513572b3c996c338819f4e12a7a60bf23
896301f184ff67a0fa9570e4275eafe66ab907636e381b86b87d28532aea0c82
7d9d89371f0409660136ad7a238e345b140b9359fae186814ec9572996f373a6
76cd894001f01f56299079b7eace162947b51b8b3a587c26709613e42279b850
61e67d1ce1577d5a08d0ae970ac20fa5f0b8db3660b6c6c83189130be3039675
55183db5a190f08ce9e1589b2b7186ce64523c85c2c8b2ea03c52315b529b451
536e9a5b341eb6e0708e58f65679232513b2896674b8b2615ff93c58fe1dbcf9
50df8248535002052622f00b691bd60ad735e16e685a9d7b95a0850dc4229ad3
40a099d574cd588903d9cf8701da8d006e58be406049d26a61cc291720270b60
3f7eae6cc61fdc2553a2acdede69be84945a7a724b632dea3ff8466f74b56249
363eb5d89b43946a4af03e2399e47125bec822729d764b08004eb492212d51db
32c7ef93f3329709bf38b7d6ea5f076fb8bd86d36785ed811d99efcb98f8ae58
138551cd967622832f8a816ea1697a5d08ee66c379d32d8a6bd7fca9fdeaecc4
0932a99030a80786f8215e5cb5c879708848bd62141ff4672e23823ddc562ac7
06b0bebc1422a969ef10a0f13fb253b0697d079d7126551370b9757da6564c9d
f8d2382f72890b1975e1f149d07fdd3c36fff1d523e4ea83b2b1f593f956e7a0
d652ac528102de3ebb42a973db639ae27f13738e005172e5ff8aac6e91f3f760
c79857015dbf220111e7c5f47cf20a656741a9380cc0faecd486b517648eb199
c4bace10849f23e9972e555ac2e30ac128b7a90017a0f76c197685a0c60def6d
c3dadb9a593523d1bf3fe76dabf375578119aff3110d92a1a4ee6db06742263a
b6249fa996cb4046bdab37bab5e3b4d43c79ea537f119040c3b3e138149897fd
a14aad1265eb307fbe71a3a5f6e688408ce153ff19838b3c5229f26ee3ece5dd
9dfb5b4ad9aac36c2d7fbb93f8668faa819cb0df16f4a55d00f1cdda89c9a6d2
9815ba07d0a2528c11d377b583243df24218a48c6a4f839f40769ea290555070
7664293fc1dde797940d857d1f16eb1e12a15b9126d704854f97df1bedc18758
38386f4fabd0bc7f7065eaee818717e89772fb3b1a3744df754c45778e353f70
0b72c22517fdefd4cf0466d8d4c634ca73b7667d378be688efe131af4ac3aed8
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